sprinkler heads big enough to water not only the fairways but well into the roughs, eat up large quantities of water and require thousands of feet of 4", 7", and 8" pipe. Each electronic field controller costs about $500 and requires literally miles of hydraulic tubing or electric wires, all of which must be carefully buried. This type of system costs from $180,000 to $240,000, depending on location, terrain, rocks or trees, and the mood of the bidders.

In windy areas, it is usually desirable to install a double row system to be sure everything is always green. And “it takes green to make green” — about 80% more than a single row system.

Oh, it’s possible to cut drastically the costs of a watering system. Let the roughs be natural color; don’t water the first 100 yards from tee to fairway, etc., etc. (See “Urban Land” - May 1980 - “Future Golf Courses - The Economy and the Ecology”.) But what do you really want; and what are you willing to pay for?

The Greens

Fifty years ago, golf at country clubs was a sport and exercise. It still is, except the carts have taken most of the exercise out. But it has become far more popular with everyone, especially with women. The average number of rounds per week has probably doubled. “And we want smooth greens, like on T.V.; not those slow, bumpy kind with bare spots.” Okay. So pay for them!

Until about 25 or 30 years ago, most greens were built by shaping an area to some sort of configuration, finding the best topsoil available and blending it with equal parts of sand, adding a little peat and planting it. For the first two or three years (long enough for the developer to sell out, or the contractor to leave the country), the greens held up well. Then the greens started failing. Disease, fungus, bare spots, “won’t hold a shot”, all started showing up.

“Must be something the superintendent is doing wrong”, said the developer, the contractor, or the so-called “golf course architect”. “They were great for even two or three years after we left.” So they were, while they were compacting every time someone walked on them. Finally, the compaction was so great that air could not get to the grass roots, and the rest is history.

Thanks to the USGA, through its

“Green Section”, and to many universities, the problems were analyzed, and solved. Far more sand, a gravel blanket under the sand, subdrains to remove excess water, etc. and the problems virtually disappeared. And so did the dollars! Today, a properly constructed green which will stand up to low mowing, high traffic, and adverse weather, costs from $9,000 to $12,000 each, or up to $240,000 or more per course. But good greens are the heart of any good golf course. This is not the place to economize.

What have we spent so far? Let’s see:

1. Rough Grading $125-400,000
2. Watering System $180-440,000
3. Greens $180-240,000
Totals $485-1,080,000

Continues on page 44
Make the green the focal point

The third general use for using framing trees is to create a spectacular view of the green. \( \text{(See 2C)} \)

Here great caution must be used in the initial location of the trees so that many years down the road the trees' branches will not interfere with a properly hit ball from the cut fairway onto the green. Here we have to consider the branching habit as it comes out of the ground. We also must know the ultimate height of the tree, whether it will be a single trunk tree or a multiple trunk tree, an extremely narrow tree, and will the debris from the tree throughout the season cause troubles on the putting surface? All of these things must be taken into account when placing any tree near the green.

Roots

Another factor is the root systems of various trees. There is a great variation in the growth habit of the root systems of different species. The willows, maples, and mulberries, for example, have extremely aggressive root systems that travel great distances beyond the drip line of the tree. They are right up on the surface and, many times, above the surface. It is obvious that trees with such root systems should never be used near the greens.

Trees also have what we call “teleological” abilities in that we give them the quality of human thought. The classic example is the green that is irrigated and the tree that sits 75 feet away from it in a non-irrigated area. Given enough years, the bulk of the root system will find its way over into the irrigated area of the green. Now any experienced golf course superintendent will know enough not to use that kind of tree near the green.

Also, how many times have you had to clear your own private little “boulevard” from your ball on the putting surface up to the hole? This debris could be created by maple seeds or ash seeds from trees as far away as 200 feet or more, if they are floating on the prevailing breezes that are blowing towards the green. They spin such as little helicopter blades. We have even seen oak trees whose large overhanging branches actually hang over the putting surface. When the acorns fall, being heavier than air, they drop straight down on the putting surface. Other trees have a habit of constantly “pruning” themselves of small twigs. These are no trees to have near a green because, even though the twigs are heavier than air, a strong wind can blow them a good 50-75 feet before they land.

The conclusion of “Carefully chosen trees...” will appear in the February issue.
IN 4 YEARS OF TESTING, NOTHING EVEN CAME CLOSE TO CHIPCO® RONSTAR® G FOR GOOSEGRASS CONTROL.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERVAL</th>
<th>CHIPCO® RONSTAR® G</th>
<th>BALAN</th>
<th>DACTHAL</th>
<th>BETASAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101-150 days</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only turf care professionals who still think goosegrass is hard to control are the ones who haven’t tried Chipco Ronstar G herbicide yet. The ones who have tried it will tell you it does a great job, even 200 days after application. And that it’s effective against crabgrass and poa annua, too.

Got a goosegrass problem? Get the most effective, longest lasting pre-emergent goosegrass herbicide there is: Chipco Ronstar G. Rhône Poulenc Chemical Company Agrochemical Division, Rhône Poulenc Inc. Monmouth Junction, New Jersey 08852.

*In field trials conducted from 1973 to 1977. • Balan is a registered trademark of Elanco Products Company • Dacthal is a registered trademark of Diamond Shamrock • Betasan is a registered trademark of Stauffer Chemical Co.
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"Hey, we still don’t have fairways, roughs, fairway drainage, bunkers, maintenance equipment, a maintenance barn, sand in the traps, a service road, cart paths, water fountains, restrooms -- how do you expect us to play golf on something like this?"

I don’t. Dig deeper! And if you think I’m going to design you a beautiful place to play golf “for free”, you’re nuts! The butcher, the baker, and the electricity-maker are already breathing down my neck! They need money for gasoline!

So you’re looking at $1 million up, probably up to $1.5 million if you really want “class”. But that’s only $3,000 per membership in a 500 member club. You’ll still have to bring a picnic lunch because you forgot the clubhouse.

What can be done to reduce these ever rising costs before the game of golf meets the same fate as the 16 cylinder Cadillac? We can all do something, if we really want to.

**What we can not do is:**

- Change the cost of maintenance equipment, maintenance buildings (only slightly), sand, fertilizer, labor, sprinkler heads, electronic controllers, bulldozers, bricks, or lumber.

- On a given piece of extremely flat, extremely hilly, heavily wooded, or rocky terrain, wave a magic wand and end up with the Augusta National.

**We can:**

- Take a good look at what we really want in a golf course and what the members can afford. The golf course architect usually does not control the cost of the course to an extent more than 20 percent. He can’t change the costs of the dozers, sand, sprinkler heads, or contractors’ labor costs, any more than you can. He can (and some occasionally do) oversell the amount of earth moving necessary, the area to be watered, the size of the greens, the number of traps, etc. But a competent golf course architect tries to reflect in his design the desires or necessities of the owner or members, tempered by the architect’s experience with the end results in appearance, engineering, and agronomy, and not at all least - the game of golf.

Is it really necessary to have 60 to 160 sand traps? They’re awfully pretty. But at $1,500 per trap and $200 plus per year maintenance, couldn’t we really get by with 18 to 24 traps, strategically placed, along with tree traps, mounds, and grass bunkers?

Do you really have to have “wall to wall” watering? Would not a single row system with roughs of native or improved different grasses, actually give more “character” to the course? Do you have to water and maintain the first 100 yards of fairway? Where winds are significant, or where roughs crack badly when dry, could not a few extra sprinkler heads be placed in the important hitting areas instead of trying to maintain verdant roughs from tee to green? Remember, water is growing more critical every day, and pumping charges are eternally higher.

Do you have to see the ball land on every shot? Could you not walk up a 10 or 12 percent slope once in a while if it were not too long (chances are you’re in a golf cart anyhow), or do you insist on easy slopes?

Your golf course architect can only do so much by changing his design. It’s possible to reduce costs only so far by reducing the amount of cut and fill, size of greens, and sand traps, until your new “country club” course begins to look like the old one, with bare fairways, hard greens that go out with the first heat wave, etc., at a cost ten to twenty times more. Granted, a good architect will get you a lot more for your money than a mediocre one, a part-timer architect, or a touring pro. That’s his business.

You are the only ones who can reduce golf course construction costs. Get together with a good golf course architect and find out what basic costs cannot be reduced significantly, and what costs are being added solely because of your desires to “keep up with the Jones’! (No pun intended, Trent!) If you can afford it, fine! But don’t blame the architect if you want a Cadillac for a Chevy price.
We’re switching clubs.

When you see a Yamaha gas or electric car on a course, you’re looking at some other brand’s replacement. Witness 562 examples. During the last two years, all these clubs switched to Yamaha. For better profits.

More quality. Lower operating costs. And they should know. They all tried the others first. So why the big switch? Because they know Yamaha engineering excellence means the highest possible return on investment. You’ve tried the others. Now call your Yamaha dealer. You’ll be switched.

Yamaha Golf Car Division, P.O. Box 6555, Cypress, CA 90630
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It's DUOSAN® — a scientifically formulated combination of a systemic and a contact fungicide. The combination creates a synergistic effect achieving better results than if the two were used independently. And it takes less to do the job.

Now you can overcome the problems of fungicide-resistant disease strains or the emergence of pathogens not affected by a single control... without separate applications of systemic and contact fungicides... without resorting to "homemade" mixtures of two possibly incompatible controls.

DUOSAN is labeled for most major spring and summer turf diseases except Pythium and results in good color and overall excellence of turf. Why not give your turf—and yourself—the advantages of this unique development. Get mean about Green with DUOSAN.

NOW THERE'S ONE FUNGICIDE FOR TURF...
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SYNERGISTIC EFFECT OF DUOSAN ON DISEASES ON BENTGRASSES AND BERMUDAGRASSES

SUMMARY OF DATA FROM 6 EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING COMBINATIONS OF 4 ORGANISMS — Dollarspot, Brown Patch and Leafspots (Curvularia and Helminthosporium)

DUOSAN—OZS /1000 SQ. FT.

% DISEASE CONTROL

Separate component amounts correspond to the amount of that component contained in each DUOSAN application rate.

TALK TO THE GREEN GROUP AT

MALLINCKRODT, INC.
ST. LOUIS • Jersey City • Los Angeles • Montreal

See us at the GCSAA Convention, Island 101

THAT'S BETTER THAN TWO!
NO ONE MAKES RAIN SO MANY WAYS.

RAIN BIRD
Simply Better
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See us at the GCSAA Convention, Island 621
Get on stream with NELSON’S N.E.W. program in ’81

New Expansive Warehouses
N.E.W. enlarged, modern distribution centers in the west and southeast will provide you greater service and availability of Nelson Landscape and Turf products.

Newer Economical Watering
N.E.W. products, featuring N.E.W. rotors, pop-up sprays, and controllers makes for one of the most complete lines in the industry; products designed with you in mind; reliable products that are easy to install and maintain.

Nelson Early Winter
Nelson Easy Winner
N.E.W. programs. The Nelson Early Winter and the Nelson Easy Winner programs are all part of Nelson’s N.E.W. program to help you generate additional sales.

Nelson Easy Warranty
N.E.W. Policy. As an indication of how confident we are of the dependability of Nelson Landscape and Turf equipment, we’ve introduced the Nelson Easy Warranty policy; a N.E.W. policy that backs the entire product line.

Nelson’s program for ’81 is designed with you in mind!

Nelson Ends Worry

L. R. NELSON CORPORATION
PEORIA, ILLINOIS 61615
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WHEN OUR GAS GOLF CARS TAKE THE COURSE,
THEY COME UP WITH THE RIGHT NUMBERS.

AMF Harley-Davidson® Gas Golf Cars produce the right numbers on the bottom line—to generate more profit and a better return on investment for your golf course.

That's why we've been a leader for 17 years. But you can't stay ahead by standing still. So we work overtime to improve our fine quality cars.

Take our 250 cc air-cooled engine. One of its major advantages is the simplicity of its design.

We do things like redesign the crankshaft to increase dependability.

Or we redesign the governor control for consistent vehicle performance.

Fact is, we're so confident of this engine, it comes with a 2 year parts warranty on key engine components and the primary transmission. No one has anything like it.

No one has anything like our styling, either. AMF Harley-Davidson golf cars look more prestigious. Their classic look enhances the image of your course with your players.

But there's more that makes our golf cars exceptional values. Our hinged fiberglass body makes servicing fast and easy. Our 3-wheel cars have a wraparound front bumper with 2 touch points for added stability. It's exclusive with us.

But then, the dependable quality of these golf cars is a proven fact. They have the industry's highest trade-in value.

And most important of all, our cars are sold, leased and serviced exclusively by your AMF Harley-Davidson Golf Car Dealer.

He's dedicated to improving your return on investment—better numbers, for more black ink on your bottom line. We know these new gas golf cars go a long way to proving his point.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON
WE PROVE OURSELVES ON THE BOTTOM LINE.
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© 1980, AMF Harley-Davidson Golf Car Division.
COMPACTED SOIL?

If soil compaction is causing problems on your greens, tees, fairways or turf take heart. Penetrate can bring those areas back to life before you know it.

Penetrate is that incredible Dolge chemical which magically causes aggregation of soil particles. And that creates additional pore space to let air and water in. (Yes, it does work like Gypsum, but much, much faster.) The before and after photographs below clearly show the results.

Because Penetrate enters into true solution with water, it is easy to apply. So don’t wait until a compaction problem has developed fully—use Penetrate at the first sign of one. It also can be applied to all turf and ornamental plantings as good preventive maintenance.

LET PENETRATE BRING IT BACK TO LIFE!

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL
The C. B. Dolge Company
Westport, Connecticut 06880
(203) 227-9591

Southern Subsidiary GOLTRA, INC., Drawer “D” Salem Station, Winston-Salem, NC 27108 (919) 724-7419
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